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ABSTRACT
This report is an abridged version of a democratic audit of Mexico conducted by an indepen-
dent group of Mexican scholars. Its results seem relevant at a time when the country is dis-
cussing how to enhance its very new democracy. Section A summarizes the conceptual and
methodological approach adopted. Section B describes the Mexican context –mainly for the sake
of foreign readers. Section C presents themain research findings. SectionD contains the conclusions
and some proposals. The foremost conclusion is that while Mexico has indeedmade significant
democratic advances, it still faces many challenges to improve the quality of its democracy.
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RESUMEN
Este artículo es una version abreviada del examen que realizó un grupo independiente de
académicos mexicanos. Los resultados parecen relevantes en un momento cuando el país está
discutiendo cómo mejorar su reciente democracia. La sección A resume el enfoque metodo-
lógico y conceptual usado, la sección B describe el contexto mexicano, en particular para el
beneficio de los lectores extranjeros. La sección C presenta los principales hallazgos de la inves-
tigación y la sección D contiene la conclusión y algunas propuestas. La conclusión más impor-
tante es que mientras México ha tenido un desarrollo democrático significativo, todavía enfrenta
muchos retos para mejorar la calidad de su democracia.
Palabras clave:México, democracia, gobernanza, política, condiciones democráticas.
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A. CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
There is no such thing as a perfect democracy. Democracy is not an all-or-nothing
affair, but a continuum. Countries are more or less democratic, and often more dem-
ocratic in some aspects, less in others. Within this framework, it is worthwhile
asking: How democratic is our country and its government? Or, in the case of this
study: To what extent is Mexico a democracy?
To answer these questions, the team conducting the audit followed a method-
ology developed by the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assis-
tance (International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance [IDEA], 2002a).1
This methodology puts forward two basic democratic principles: popular control
over public decision-making and decision-makers; and equality among citizens in the
exercise of that control.2 Insofar as these principles are embodied in governing arrange-
ments, the latter can be considered democratic (IDEA, 2002b: 11). To implement these
principles, a set of mediating values is instrumental. They are citizen participation,
authorization, representativeness, accountability, transparency, responsiveness,
and solidarity. It is from these values that the institutions of representative govern-
ment derive their democratic character, and it is these values that can be used in turn
to assess how democratically they work in practice. Based on these notions, IDEA
proposes an assessment framework focusing on four dimensions: a) citizenship,
law, and rights; b) representative and accountable government; c) civil society and
popular participation; d) and democracy beyond the state.
From these dimensions, 14 thematic areas are derived, each defined in scope
by an overarching search question. The questions are phrased in such away that amore
positive answer would indicate a better outcome from a democratic point of view.
In other words, they all “point in the same direction” along the democratic continuum.
As such, they also entail a judgment about what is better or worse in democratic
terms. Ultimately, the questions call for a summary answer ranging from “verymuch”
(optimal, nearer to true democracy) to “very little” (minimal, barely democratic),
including “much,” “middling,” and “little” as intermediate points. As an example,
the first area, nationhood and citizenship, includes the search question: Is there agree-
ment on a common citizenship without discrimination? The summary answer given
in this case was “much” agreement.
1 IDEA’s methodology belongs to the public domain. IDEA has no bearing on nor responsibility for this
report, which was independently conducted.
2 Other principles could be added, like freedom, popular participation in government, and equitable dis-
tribution of power (Emmerich and Favela, 2007).
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To answer the questions, the methodology requires a qualitative analysis en-
compassing both fact-finding and the establishment of standards for each thematic
area. Fact-finding focused on, first, evaluating the applicable Mexican legal statutes
from a democratic perspective; second, assessing how effectively these statutes are
implemented in practice; and third, pondering both positive and negative indicators
(steps toward democracy and setbacks and shortcomings, respectively). The estab-
lishment of standards implied defining what “very much,” “much,” etc., mean in
terms of democratic advancement in Mexico. To set up the standards, several bench-
marks were used. A central one was the Mexican Constitution: it was useful to
partially answer the search questions by taking into account the distance between
practical reality and what the Constitution promises in terms of citizen rights. For
quantifiable matters, longitudinal comparisons were used to evaluate if the issue
showed signs of progress –or setbacks– by comparing data from 1990 to around 1995
to the most recent ones available. Additionally, in some cases international compar-
isons and references to international covenants were used to determine how well
Mexico is doing with respect to other countries. Finally, to know the citizenry’s
state of mind, a secondary analysis of public opinion surveys was conducted in the
many areas where they are available. However, the reader should be advised that
ultimately the summary answers are no more than the research team’s informed
judgment, and therefore debatable (for further details, see Emmerich, 2009: 9-14).
The 14 thematic areas, together with their respective overarching search ques-
tions and summary answers, are listed in Section C. Regrettably, in this abridged
version, it was not possible to provide their analysis in full, but only the main find-
ings. The exposition will follow another set of about 100 specific questions, sum-
marized in a footnote at the beginning of each thematic area.
B. THE NATIONAL CONTEXT
Evolution to Democracy
Democracy has been quite foreign to Mexico. In its almost two centuries of inde-
pendence, the country has made at least six attempts at democracy (figure 1). The first
five failed. The sixth is underway at present and is the subject of this report.
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Figure 1
TIMELINE OF MEXICO’S EVOLUTION TO DEMOCRACY
Main Events Year Period Form of Government Comments
Independence 1821 Iturbide’s Monarchy Process of independence
empire begun in 1810 is
consummated
First Constitution 1824 First republic First attempt at Federal republic.
democracy Extremely indirect elections
President 1829 Civil wars Unstable, Struggles for defining a
Guerrero personalized, model of nation: liberal or
deposed authoritarian, based conservative, federal or
and killed on the military centralist
1857 Second attempt Federal, liberal Constitution
at democracy disavowed by President
Comonfort
New Constitution 1858
President Unstable, Struggles for defining a
Comonfort personalized, model of nation: liberal or
deposed authoritarian, based conservative, federalist or
upon the military centralist
French invasion 1862 Second empire Monarchy Conservatives resort to
support from France
Liberal victory 1867 Restored Third attempt at 1857 Constitution back in
republic democracy force. Less indirect elections
Díaz’s uprising 1876 “Porfiriato” Authoritarianism Díaz sets up a “conservative”
disguised as a version of liberalism.
republic, based on Elections become a
President Porfirio mere ritual
Díaz’s control
Mexican 1910
Revolution starts
Madero elected 1911 Mexican Fourth attempt Emergence of organized
president Revolution at democracy political parties. Direct
elections
President Madero 1913 Unstable, Several factions confront
deposed and killed personalized, each other in a civil war
authoritarian, based
upon the military
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From 1929 to 2000, just one political party ruled Mexico: the Institutional Rev-
olutionary Party (PRI).3 Based initially on nationalistic and social justice principles,
through time it veered to the center –sometimes even to the right– of the political
spectrum. Though other parties were allowed to exist, the PRI maintained absolute
political hegemony.
The National Action Party (PAN) became the main opposition party since its
founding in 1939. It defines itself as devoted to “political humanism,” that is, liber-
al values based on respect for the individual. Often labeled as center-right, it is close
to Christian Democratic parties elsewhere in Latin America and Europe. It com-
bines a liberal approach to economics with a conservative approach to moral and
some social issues. Another significant opposition party was founded in 1989: the
left-wing Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD).
Since 1988, PRI hegemony weakened. Social modernization induced political
pluralism. Economic crisis eroded the PRI vote. The media opened up to indepen-
dent and opposition voices. The opposition parties received public funding. New
New Constitution 1917 Fifth attempt Federal, liberal, social
at democracy Constitution
President 1920 Post-revolution Authoritarianism Although elections are held,
Carranza disguised as presidents are basically
deposed and a republic, based chosen by the military
killed on the military
Founding of PNR 1929 Hegemonic Authoritarianism Just one party wins virtually
party rule disguised as a all elected posts
republic, with
varying degrees
of popular support
Contested 1988 Transition to Introduction of Growing electoral
presidential democracy democratic competition. PRI gradually
elections institutions loses votes and power
and practices
First democratic 2000 Democratization Sixth attempt Electoral democracy.
elections at democracy Fox’s administration
Post-electoral 2006 Electoral democracy
conflict questioned. Calderón’s
administration
3 Founded in 1929 as the National Revolutionary Party (PRN), it changed its name in 1938 to Party of the
Mexican Revolution (PRM), and in 1946 to the PRI.
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electoral laws, practices, and institutions were created to level the playing field. As
a result, a process of transition to democracy sped up.
In 2000, Vicente Fox won the presidential election as the candidate of a coali-
tion of the PAN and the Green Ecologist Party ofMexico (PVEM). The PRI came in second
and the PRD, third. The peaceful, uncontested election of an opposition candidate
after seven decades of one-party rule was a turning point signaling that Mexico had
attained electoral democracy.
The 2006 elections were not so smooth. Felipe Calderón, of the governing PAN,
was elected president with a tally of just 36.69 percent of valid votes (figure 2).
Andrés Manuel López Obrador, from the left-wing Coalition for the Good of All
(CBT, headed by the PRD), finished with 36.11 percent, and did not concede victory
to Calderón. Three other candidates (including the PRI hopeful) got lower vote
counts and did concede. Vitriolic campaigning and the virtual tie in the presidential
race led to a prolonged post-electoral conflict, posing a test for Mexico’s young de-
mocracy, particularly for its electoral institutions. Eventually, Calderón took office
on December 1, 2006 with a country practically divided politically and socially,
with a significant portion of Mexicans who thought the elections had been rigged
in his favor. For his part, López Obrador launched a “civil resistance movement,”
and symbolically proclaimed himself the “legitimate president.”
Figure 2
2006 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION RESULTS (ELECTORAL TRIBUNAL FIGURES)
Party or Coalition Votes Percent
PAN 14 916 927 36.69
CBT 14 683 096 36.11
APM (ALLIANCE FOR MEXICO)* 9 237000 22.72
New Alliance Party 397 550 0.98
Social Democratic Alternative Party 1 124 280 2.77
Write-in candidates 298 204 0.73
Valid ballots 40 657 057 100.00
Invalid ballots (as percent of votes cast) 900 373 2.17
Votes cast (absolute number) and turnout (percentage) 41 557 430 58.22
Registered voters 71 374 373 100.00
Source: IFE, 2006: 72.
* The Alliance for Mexico was the PRI/PVEM coalition for this particular election.
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Political and Electoral Institutions
Mexico is a presidential, federal republic made up of 31 states and a Federal District.
It has three levels of government: federal or national; states and the FederalDistrict; and
municipal. This report focuses particularly on the federal government, but when nec-
essary, takes into consideration the other two “sub-national” tiers of government.
The president, state governors, and the “head of government of the Federal
District” (or Mexico City) are elected by plurality for six-year terms. They can never
be reelected to the same positions.
The lower house of the federal Congress, or Chamber of Deputies, and the single-
chambered legislatures of the states and the Federal District are elected for three-year
terms; their members are known as “deputies.” The Senate, or upper house of the
federal Congress, is elected for a six-year term. All lawmakers are elected through a
system that combines winner-take-all-by-plurality in single-member districts with
proportional representation (PR) by slate. They cannot be consecutively reelected to
the same positions.
By two-thirds majority, the Senate appoints Supreme Court justices, choosing
from three proposals made by the president. Similarly, the legislatures of the states
and the Federal District appoint the justices of their own Superior Courts, choosing
from a proposal made by their respective executives.
Most of the 2439 municipalities elect their local officials by a mix of plurality
and PR slate, but in the state of Oaxaca, 419 of its 570 municipalities have opted to
elect their officials by traditional methods. Municipal presidents (mayors) cannot
be consecutively reelected; they usually serve three-year terms. The Federal District
is divided into 16 boroughs, each of which elects a “borough head” by plurality to
a three-year term in office; he/she can never be reelected to the same position.
The Federal Electoral Institute (IFE) runs federal elections. It is headed by a
General Council, whose voting-members (usually from academia, journalists, or
lawyers) are appointed in the lower house of Congress by a two-thirds majority.4
Representatives of the registered political parties sit as non-voting members on the
IFE General Council as well as on its state and local councils. Ordinary citizens staff
the polling booths, count the ballots, and record the results in official minutes. Their
job is supervised by representatives of the political parties and/or registered national
4 The electoral councilors who conducted the 2006 elections had been appointed in 2003, at the proposal of the
PAN and PRI blocs in the lower chamber of Congress; on that occasion, the PRD deputies refused to cast their
votes as a protest against what they alleged was an “imposition” by these two political parties. Most of those
councilors were replaced in 2008 by the Chamber of Deputies, in what seemed to be a sort of punishment.
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or international observers; the former can have their objections noted in each polling
booth’s minutes.
In state, Federal District, and municipal elections, institutions and procedures
are very similar to the federal ones. Each state, as well as the Federal District, has
an electoral institute or council and an electoral tribunal, both appointed by their
respective legislatures, to run and scrutinize their own elections, respectively.
The Electoral Tribunal of the Federal Judiciary is a specialized court that hears
cases involving federal elections, acts as an appellate court for state, Federal Dis-
trict, and municipal elections, and is the highest authority in the land for electoral
affairs. Consequently, it can revoke the electoral institutes’ decisions and tallies. Its
judges are appointed by the Senate by a two-thirds majority, choosing from proposals
from the Supreme Court.5
Social and Economic Conditions
Mexico is an overpopulated, developing country with a middling average income
and extreme social and regional inequalities. More than 105 million inhabitants
reside in Mexico, and around 11 million migrants live abroad, particularly in the
United States of America (U.S.). Figure 3 presents some social indicators and also
shows some advances made since 1990.
In 2005, the gross national product (GNP) was US$768 billion, and per-capita
gross national income (GNI) was US$7 310. In that same year, health and education
expenditures amounted to 6.5 percent and 5.8 percent of GNP, respectively. Income
is extremely concentrated, with 20 percent of the population receiving 55 percent of
GNI. Therefore, poverty is still remarkably high, as shown in figure 4. A Human
Development Index (HDI) of 0.8031 puts Mexico among the countries considered
highly developed. However, HDI regional distribution is extremely unequal, with
some states as low as Syria or Cape Verde, and others as high as the Czech Republic
(United Nations Development Program [UNDP], 2007).
5 The judges who supervised the 2006 electoral process had been appointed in 1996 and had gained pres-
tige for resolving cases with equanimity before they were accused of bias by López Obrador.
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C. MAIN FINDINGS
1. Nationhood and citizenship: Is there agreement on a common
citizenship without discrimination?6
Summary answer: Much
Nationality and citizenship are fully inclusive. All people born in the land or born
abroad of a Mexican parent are Mexican nationals and cannot be deprived of their
nationality. Foreign nationals can apply for naturalization; they can be deprived of
their newly attained Mexican nationality only under certain reasonable circum-
Figure 3
SELECTED SOCIAL INDICATORS
1990 2005
Population (million) 83 103
Population growth rate 1.4 1.0
Life expectancy (years) 71 75
Child mortality (per 1000 live births) 37 22
Adult literacy rate (percent) 87 91
Source: World Bank, 2007.
Figure 4
POVERTY INDICATORS
Year 1998 2006 2008
(percent) (percent) (percent)
Population in poverty 47.0 31.7 25.1
Indigent population 18.5 8.7 18.2
Source: Poder Ejecutivo Federal, 2007: 144; Rea, 2009: 2.
6 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) inclusiveness of nationality and citizenship; b)
acknowledgement of cultural differences and protection of minorities; c) consensus on state boundaries
and constitutional arrangements; d) ability of the Constitution and political institutions to reconcile social
divisions; e) procedures for amending the Constitution; and f) measures being taken to remedy problems
in this area.
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stances.7 Citizenship includes all Mexican nationals aged 18 or more; it can be lost
or suspended for a limited number of circumstances, particularly for committing a
felony. Foreign nationals cannot get involved in Mexican politics, and if they do, may
be deported by executive order. In practice, there are no significant cases of loss of
nationality or citizenship, while in recent years a handful of foreign nationals were
expelled for their involvement in Mexican politics.
Nevertheless, some analysts consider that there are “excluded citizens”: indi-
genous people who because of their language or social marginalization are unable to
fully exercise their citizenship in practice (Castañeda and Saldívar, 2001: 9-16). Indeed,
while indigenous peoples’ rights have been enshrined in the Constitution, beyond
this formal acknowledgment, little has been done for these peoples’ advancement.
There is a strong consensus about the Constitution. The procedures for amend-
ing it are quite inclusive and impartial: a two-thirds vote in each of the federal chambers
of Congress and the approval of a majority of state legislatures are required. This
implies that no political party can amend the Constitution on its own. Nevertheless,
the Constitution is often amended.
Since the end of the 1910-1920 Mexican Revolution, the existing institutional
arrangements have been able to reconcile major societal divisions. This partly ex-
plains why the country has been politically stable for decades. Violence erupted in
the past, sometimes from above (for instance, when the military and the police fiercely
repressed student movements in 1968 and 1971) and other times from below (for
instance, when the Zapatista National LiberationArmy [EZLN] took up arms in 1994).
Even in such critical circumstances, the political system was able to reconcile differ-
ences, and to somehow integrate or co-opt any important dissident group. Nonetheless,
since the 2006 presidential elections, three political parties and part of the population,
operating under the slogan “To Hell with the institutions,” do not concede legiti-
macy or legality to President Calderón’s administration.
Mexico has no disputes about international or internal boundaries, and has no
separatist movements. However, in the state of Chiapas several so-called “auto-
nomous” municipalities run by the EZLN are in tolerated contradiction to the exist-
ing legal framework.
To adapt the Constitution and the main institutional arrangements to the new
democratic conditions, in 2007 the Law for the Reform of the State was passed,
encompassing five broad areas: the judiciary, electoral and democratic institutions,
political regime, social guarantees, and federalism. Reforms in the first two areas
7 For instance, by not living in the country for more than five years or using a foreign passport.
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have already been passed; the others are still pending. For his part, in late 2009, Pres-
ident Calderón sent Congress a political reform bill. Among other things, it would
allow for the reelection of mayors and lawmakers, reducing the number of federal
legislators, and establishing run-off elections for the presidency.
2. The rule of law and access to justice: Are state and society
consistently subject to the law?8
Summary answer: Middling
The rule of law is weak, and access to justice unequal. While state and society should
both constitutionally be subject to the law, in practice many legal –and illegal– loop-
holes allow lawyers, politicians, officials, businesspersons, and people in general to
avoid the enforcement of the law. Additionally, a number of citizens think that a
law they consider unjust can be disobeyed, and that it is appropriate to evade legal
sanctions whenever possible. Therefore, an array of tricks and technicalities are
often used to hamper the rule of law.
Within the framework of the aforementioned restrictions, the rule of law is fairly
operational throughout the entire country. Nonetheless, it is deficient for adminis-
trative, organizational, and judicial reasons; besides lack of resources, there is weak
coordination among the federal and the state judiciaries. Additionally, consuetudi-
nary justice prevailing in some states with important indigenous populations is not
fully integrated into the overarching judicial system. Furthermore, their access to
economic resources and social relations is instrumental in allowing the rich and
powerful to circumvent the rule of law. However, at present the foremost challenge
to the rule of law is the activities of powerful drug-trafficking cartels and the resulting
wave of crime and violence.
Elected and some appointed officials are immune from criminal prosecution.
Although their immunity can be withdrawn by the legislative, it hardly ever hap-
pens. Consequently, in practice they are usually free from criminal sanctions for any
misdeeds they may commit. Lower-ranking officials must abide by a statute of admin-
istrative responsibilities. Agencies devoted to enforcing this statute can –and in some
cases do– apply sanctions for wrongdoing.
8 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) the extent of the rule of law; b) public officials
adhering to it; c) independence of the judiciary; d) equitable access to justice, due process and –if needed–
redress; e) impartiality in the criminal justice and penal system; f) people’s confidence in the legal system;
and g) measures being taken to remedy problems in this area.
Although legally judges and the entire judicial system are independent from
the executive, the ways in which they are appointed and/or promoted tend to dimin-
ish their independence, particularly in several states where judges can be removed
from office. The federal and state attorney general’s offices and local public prosecutors
(“ministerio público”), responsible for prosecuting crime, are usually negatively
evaluated by the public (Instituto Ciudadano de Estudios sobre la Inseguridad
[ICESI], 2006: 65).
In practice, the poor do not have equal access to justice. Since public defenders
are badly paid and overworked, people able to hire private lawyers are in a better
position when facing a court of law. In evenworse straits are those –mostly indigenous
people– whose knowledge of Spanish is poor or non-existent: even if by law they
should be provided with interpreters, these are not always available. Additionally,
there are virtually no statutory provisions for redressing judicial mistakes.
To improve some of these conditions, in 2008 the federal Congress passed a
reform of the judiciary. It includes oral proceedings (as opposed to written ones)
and beefing up the federalAttorney General’s Office. President Calderón’s late 2009
bill includes giving the nation’s SupremeCourt the faculty of submitting toCongress bills
related to the administration of justice.
3. Civil and political rights:
Are civil and political rights equally guaranteed for all?9
Summary answer: Middling
Even if the usual civil and political rights are enshrined in the Constitution and Mex-
ico has signed most international human rights treaties and conventions, in practice
their exercise is insufficiently guaranteed. While not generalized, cases of torture,
extra-judicial executions and forced disappearances persist (Centro Nacional de Co-
municación Social [Cencos], 2007: 48-50; Red Nacional de Organismos Civiles de
Derechos Humanos Todos los Derechos para Todas y Todos [Red TDT], 2006: 14-16).
The Mexican people are largely free from physical aggression by representa-
tives of the state. However, due to a rise in crime, the state is growingly incapable of
guaranteeing security to its citizens. Additionally, law enforcement is weak, and
most crimes go unpunished.
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9 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) physical violence against persons; b) equal protec-
tion of the freedoms of movement, expression, association, and assembly; c) freedom to practice one’s own
religion, language, or culture; d) harassment or intimidation of human rights activists; and e) measures
being taken to remedy problems in this area.
The freedoms of movement, expression, association, assembly, and religion are
guaranteed by law, and quite well protected in practice. The freedom to use their
native language and to practice their own culture is guaranteed to indigenous peo-
ples, but their presence in the fabric of society is actually diminishing.
Journalists and defenders of human rights and the environment are frequent-
ly harassed or intimidated and sometimes murdered. Generally these acts of repres-
sion are attributed to obscure private interests and not directly to the state (Cencos,
2007: 27; Red TDT, 2006: 45).
In recent years, some bills were passed to improve these situations. Nonethe-
less, much has yet to be done to fully implement civil and political rights without
discrimination.
4. Economic and social rights:
Are economic and social rights equally guaranteed for all?10
Summary answer: Middling
The 1917 Mexican Constitution was the first in the world to grant economic and social
rights. However, implementation has been far below expectations, due in part to
underdevelopment and in part to disinterest among the ruling class. Economic and
social rights are much more accessible for people working in the formal sector of the
economy (public administration and well-established private firms and companies)
than for those working in agriculture or the broad informal sector of the economy.
In addition, people living in rural areas, indigenous people, domestic and interna-
tional migrants, the illiterate, and, generally speaking, the poor have limited access
to economic and social rights.
Access to work is guaranteed by the Constitution, but in practice depends on
the market. Labor laws guarantee many rights to those already employed in the for-
mal sector, including pensions and other forms of social security. Nevertheless, women
are being paid on average 20 percent less than men doing the same kind of work
(Garza and Salas, 2007: 55).
Access to adequate food, shelter, and clean water is legally guaranteed, but in
practice huge social and regional differences exist. Although in decreasing numbers,
part of the population, particularly children, is undernourished. Many dwellings
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10 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) access to work and social security without dis-
crimination; b) access to food, shelter, clean water, health care, and education; c) freedom for trade
unions; d) rules on corporate government; and e) measures being taken to remedy problems in this area.
are built with non-solid materials, or lack solid floors or sanitation. More than 10
percent of dwellings do not have clean water, and almost 5 percent do not have
electricity (Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía [INEGI], 2007: 66).
Health care is accessible to virtually the whole population, but with disparities
in the quality of service received. Those with the means to go to private doctors
generally receive the best and most prompt attention. Those formally employed
–and therefore with health insurance– can expect a reasonable degree of good atten-
tion. People with no health insurance can resort to virtually free-of-charge and con-
sequently overcrowded clinics and hospitals in which all the necessary medications
and equipment are not always available. Vaccination plans and preventive medi-
cine have been quite effective in recent decades. However, indigenous peoples and
residents of rural areas have a lower life expectancy than urban dwellers (Poder
Ejecutivo Federal [PEF], 2007: 160).
Access to education from kindergarten to high school is also guaranteed and
free of charge in public schools. Three out of four children of the appropriate age
attend kindergarten, and virtually 100 percent go to primary school. The number of
children and young people enrolled in middle school, high school, and college has
greatly increased in the last two decades; part of this rise is due to private schooling.
Yet, among the adult population illiteracy is around 9 percent, and average school-
ing is at 8.5 years (Presidencia, 2007: 275). Education on the rights and responsibilities
of citizenship, known as “civic formation,” was somewhat disregarded during the
1990s and the beginning of the twenty-first century, but has recovered its due
importance under Calderón’s administration.
Just 10 percent of the working class is unionized. Most unions normally act as an
ally to the state, as a top-down control mechanism over the working class. Usually
they do not have good practices of internal democracy, nor really represent or defend
theirmembers. However, some “independent” unions aremore active in defending their
members’ interests.
Rules on corporate governance are scanty. Public corporations are bound by law to
publish their balance sheets, announce their plans, call shareholder meetings, and elect
their directors. All private companies must distribute 8 percent of their net profits
among their workers. All economic units, regardless of size or kind of activity, should
provide information –solely for statistical purposes– to the Census Bureau, and comply
with the laws on health and safety in the workplace, as well as with the –weak– laws
protecting consumers and the environment. Besides thosementioned, there are no legal
requirements for business disclosure to the general public or watchdog groups.
Anti-poverty programs, along with several years of economic stability, pro-
duced certain meager results in reducing poverty; however, it rose again in 2006-2008
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(Rea, 2009: 2). Recently, Congress ordered that 8 percent of GDP be devoted to edu-
cation; summing up public and private funding, Mexico is now near that figure. The
country is nearing its self-imposed goal of ensuring that all children of kindergarten
age attend school. Anew health insurance systemwas set up in 2001 for people work-
ing in the informal sector, and it continues to grow. The Calderón administration
established the so-called “new generation health care system,” with the goal of pro-
viding health care for the newborn.
Initiatives for reforming the pension system and the labor law are not popular.
Private employees’ pension plans were transferred to private pension funds in 1994;
the same happened in 2008 for newly hired public employees –or of already work-
ing public employees, the fewwho chose voluntarily to do so. The Federal Labor Law,
which regulates labor relations in the private sector, dates back to 1931; attempts to
update it have been blocked from two flanks: by the unions, afraid of a reform that
would democratize them and therefore suppress the power of their perennial lead-
ers; and the workers, who fear that a reform would reduce their rights for the sake
of flexibility, productivity, etc.
5. Free and fair elections: Do elections give the people control
over governments and their policies?11
Summary answer: Middling
The Constitution stipulates that “The Legislative and Executive branches will be
renewed by means of free, authentic, and regular elections.” While since 1917 elec-
tions have been held uninterruptedly, it was barely at the end of the twentieth cen-
tury that they actually became free and authentic, when equitable conditions to
compete for the vote were established. Thus, elections gave citizens the real ability
to choose their governments at the municipal, state, Federal District, and federal
levels. However, the ability to choose is not accompanied by effective mechanisms for
the citizens to control the government or public policies. In spite of some advances,
decision making and public spending remain the terrain of a political class restricted in
number and quite debased in the minds of the public. Electoral turnouts have de-
clined since a record 77.7 percent in the 1994 presidential elections, to 58.6 percent in
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11 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) appointment to public office by popular, compet-
itive election and parties alternating in office; b) registration and voting procedures; c) procedures for regis-
tering parties and candidates and for their access to the media and the voters; d) the range of choices
available to the voters, equal weight of their votes, and representative composition –both politically and so-
cially– of the legislature and the executive; e) voter turnout and acceptance of election results; and f) measures
being taken to remedy problems in this area.
the 2000 presidential election and just 44.2 percent in the 2009 legislative elections.
These figures suggest a widening gap between the political class and the citizenry.
Indeed, Mexico has been walking the path of a “delegative” democracy in which the
citizens have the power –not always exercised– to elect their rulers and representatives,
but simultaneously have very little control over what they decide once in office.
If the freedom to decide electorally was demonstrated in the 2000 presidential
elections, electoral institutions’ impartiality and credibility were severely questioned
after the 2006 presidential race. This questioning was echoed among significant sec-
tors of society, and prompted a broad electoral reform in 2007/2008, leveling the
playing field for the political parties and banning the intervention of government
and non-party agents in the electoral processes.
Registration and voting procedures are largely inclusive and accessible. Intimi-
dation and abuse at the polling booth have been virtually eradicated, although
occasionally isolated cases occur. The problem of patronage or exchanging votes for
favors is more prevalent (Cobilt Cruz, n.d.). The registering of parties and candidates
is fair: their access to the voters is based on a quite equitable formula for allotting
airtime in the broadcast media; their freedom to campaign is fully guaranteed. With
seven registered national political parties at the beginning of 2010, voters are pre-
sented with a menu of truly different political and ideological options. There are no
significant problems of apportionment, i.e. all the votes count equally. The distri-
bution of seats in legislative bodies along party lines reasonably reflects the citizens’
vote; however, socially speaking, the legislative branch does not fully representwomen,
indigenous peoples, and, generally speaking, the poor.
6. Democratic role of political parties: Does the party system
assist the working of democracy?12
Summary answer: Middling
All registered political parties support democracy. The party system has indeed
contributed to democracy, promoting a series of reforms that made elections truly
competitive. While until 1977 there were only four registered national political par-
ties, in 2010 there are seven.
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12 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) freedom of political parties; b) effectiveness of the
party system to form and sustain governments; c) freedom of opposition political parties in Congress to
hold the government accountable; d) rules regulating party discipline in Congress; e) influence of party
members on party policy and candidate selection; f) prevention of parties’ subordination to special inter-
ests; g) ethnic, religious, and linguistic divisions across parties and their electorates; and h) measures being
taken to remedy problems in this area.
The hegemonic-party system characteristic of Mexico until the 1980s has turned
into a pluralistic system with ideological diversity and reasonable degrees of freedom
and competition. This new party system is still under construction, in a process
aimed at defining checks and balances among the parties and forging mechanisms
of cooperation to foster governance. Since the public sees the political parties as
closed off in terms of participation and representation, they should enhance both
their organizational capabilities and their performance in improving the people’s
confidence in democratic institutions (figure 5).
Mexico has long been characterized by its political stability. In the past, the party
system yielded this stability through a majoritarian or Westminster style of gover-
nance built on the hegemonic party. Nowadays, with no party holding a majority
of its own either in Congress or among voters, the style of governance has turned
into a consensual one that requires the agreement of at least two political parties to
pass regular legislation, and of more than two political parties to pass constitutional
reforms and appoint some high officials.
Every political party with at least five seats in either chamber of the federal Con-
gress is entitled to form a parliamentary group or caucus, and therefore to receive pub-
lic funding for its parliamentary activities. The opposition can hold the government
accountable through several congressional mechanisms: criticizing the “state of the
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Figure 5
PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN INSTITUTIONS (2007)
Institution Average
(from 0 to 10)
Universities 8.0
Army 8.0
Church 7.8
Media 7.4
IFE 7.0
Entrepreneurs 6.7
Banks 6.7
President of the Republic 6.7
Supreme Court 6.6
Police 5.7
Senators 5.6
Trade unions 5.5
Representatives or deputies 5.5
Political parties 5.2
Source: Campos, 2007.
union” report annually sent to Congress by the executive; summoning the cabinet min-
isters to elaborate on this report or other issues; examining after the fact the use of the
public budget; forming inquiry committees; reviewing the public accounts and admin-
istrative procedures through the Federal Auditor’s Office, which is an integral part of
Congress; and impeaching high officials. However, the executive is often able to
hold back much information on the grounds of national security or personal privacy.
Party discipline in the federal legislature is quite strict, and varies depending
on the party involved. Rules governing party discipline are not general but internal
to the different parliamentary groups. There are no significant cases of floor-cross-
ing affecting the political orientation of legislative bodies.
Some political parties have effective membership structures, and others do not.
Some hold internal elections to choose their leaderships and nominate their candi-
dates to public office. Nevertheless, even if the law protects party members’ rights,
the perception persists that an ordinary party member usually has little influence
on how the party is run.
All registered political parties receive huge amounts of public funding; the formula
used divides 30 percent of the all public funding for this budget item among the parties
equally, and allots the remaining 70 percent accordingly to each party’s vote count in
the previous election. Private contributions are restricted to just 10 percent of a party’s
total funding. Although the electoral institutes supervise parties’ finances and regular-
ly impose economic sanctions on them for breaking the laws regulating their financing,
this area remains obscure and the people tend to perceive parties as colludedwith eco-
nomic interests. To keep its registration, a political party has to muster 2 percent of the
vote; in late 2009, President Calderón proposed raising this threshold to 4 percent.
The law brands any use of religious beliefs or symbols for electoral purposes a
crime. Additionally, it forbids misinforming or discriminating on the basis of sex,
ethnicity, religion, or ideas. Nonetheless, religion, language, and culture are somehow
part of electoral campaigns in some secluded areas.
7. Government effectiveness and accountability:
Is government accountable to the people and their representatives?13
Summary answer: Middling
Mexican governments are more effective than accountable. While the federal, state,
and Federal District governments are usually quite effective in fulfilling their basic
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13 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) government capability of controlling or influenc-
ing matters important to the people’s lives; b) people’s confidence in the government’s and the presi-
duties, municipal governments’ effectiveness varies greatly depending on their size
and resources. Particularly, the federal government manages information, trained
personnel, financial and material resources, technical capabilities, and planning and
organization in most areas of public policy. Nonetheless, improvisation, corruption,
and frequent policy switches hamper governmental performance at all levels. Pub-
lic security is one main area in which the effectiveness of all levels of government is
well below average.
On the other hand, the only direct way people have to keep governments account-
able is through their votes, and hence the threat of not reelecting a party already
in office; but as officials of the executive branch can never been reelected to the
same office, a negative vote by the people does not personally affect them. The fed-
eral, state, and Federal District governments are formally accountable only to their
respective legislatures. Municipal governments are accountable both to their town
councils and the legislatures of their respective states. Legislatures can impeach high-
ranking officials, which rarely happens, but cannot vote governments out of power
for purely political reasons.
President Calderón has received an approval rate of about 60 percent since his
inauguration (Consulta Mitofsky, various dates). This figure must be placed in con-
text. Figure 5 shows that the presidency and other governmental agencies are far
short of being the most respected institutions in Mexico. On a scale of 0 (minimum)
to 10 (maximum) the presidency gets an average grade of 6.7, behind the universi-
ties and the army (8), the church (7.8), the media (7.4), and the IFE (7). Other branches
of government like the Supreme Court, the police, and senators and deputies rank
even lower.
Appointed officials exert effective control over the departments under their
charge. Their control is usually based on personal allegiance rather than institu-
tionalized rules. A career civil service for all branches of the federal administration
was created in 2004, but is not yet fully developed.
Congress has broad powers to initiate, scrutinize, and amend legislation. Until
1997, it was the executive branch that presented most of the bills passed; nowadays,
individual lawmakers –generally with the support of their respective parliamen-
tary groups– introduce most of the bills that are passed. The lower chamber has an
autonomous agency –the Federal Auditor’s Office– to review public accounts and
to impose sanctions when appropriate; however, this agency has not yet achieved
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dent’s capability, and in their own ability to influence government; c) type of control exercised by elected
officials over the public administration; d) congressional powers to effectively legislate, oversee the exec-
utive, and hold it to account; e) procedures for approval and supervision of taxation and public expen-
diture; f) access to public information; and g) measures being taken to remedy problems in this area.
its due authority. The two chambers of the federal Congress annually pass the federal
tax law determining the federal government’s revenue. Passing the yearly budget and
approving the usually belated public account of expenditures are tasks solely for the
lower chamber. Although much noise is made and pressure brought to bear each
year by opposition lawmakers when these issues reach the floor, the truth is that con-
gresspersons have no technical capability or support for really objecting to, or sub-
stantially modifying, the executive’s budgetary proposals.
Measures in this area are part of an ongoing political process giving more and
more effective powers to the legislative. Further measures can be derived from the
aforementioned reform of the state, one of whose goals is to improve the relation-
ship between executive and legislative. President Calderón’s late 2009 bill includes
creating the possibility of citizens’ putting a bill before the federal Congress, as well
as allowing the executive to submit two preferential bills each year that Congress
would have to vote on within that year.
8. Civilian control over the military and police:
Are the military and police forces under civilian control?14
Summary answer: High
Until 1946, Mexico was one of the most militarized countries in the world. In that
year, the last general/president handed power over to a new civilian elite headed
by the PRI. Since it was the armed forces themselves who designed the methods of
transition to civilian rule, they were able to keep large amounts of functional auton-
omy and immunity from regular justice.
Nowadays, the military are subject solely to the president, without interference
from other branches of government. Reciprocally, the president defends the mili-
tary’s autonomy and prerogatives. This kind of interrelation is undemocratic. Three
military men sit in the federal cabinet: the ministers of defense and of the navy and
the head of the president’s Joint Chiefs of Staff. Congress has never questioned
either the laws governing the military, or their budget or prerogatives. The military
justice system is autonomous, and in practice the military protect each and every
one of their members from civilian authorities. Additionally, access to information
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14 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) effectiveness of civilian control over the armed
forces, and freedom of political life from military involvement; b) public accountability of police and
security services; c) social composition of the army, police, and security services; d) operation of para-
military units, private armies, warlords, and criminal mafias; and e) measures being taken to remedy
problems in this area.
about the military is usually restricted, although there has been some degree of dis-
closure in recent years.
Political life is usually free from military interference, except when matters
involve the armed forces directly. Indeed, the military holds silent political power
that gives it veto power over decisions that could affect it. For instance, it has pre-
vented the president from appointing a civilian as minister of defense. It has success-
fully opposed Mexico’s participation in United Nations peacekeeping operations. It
has not published any White Book, now a common practice in other Latin American
countries, and until recently it has been able to avoid public scrutiny of its annual
reports. Nonetheless, the public has confidence in the military: they rank second on
public opinion polls exploring the people’s confidence in institutions (figure 5).
The police forces are totally dispersed and decentralized. There are two feder-
al police agencies: the Federal Police (mostly preventive, created at the end of the
1990s) and the Ministerial Police (mostly investigative, created at the beginning of
this century), which have proven to be relatively effective. Additionally, every state
–as well as the Federal District– has at least two police forces, and many municipal-
ities have their own police. Consequently, in 2006 there were 1661 police bodies in
Mexico. Dispersion hampers professionalism and induces corruption.
The legislatures and the citizenry have little control over the police. Police forces
are in practice subordinated only to their corresponding executive authority. In
addition, it is known that inside the police there are “brotherhoods” that in part
manage them, and so remove them from institutional control. In some cases, organ-
ized crime has infiltrated police agencies, with crooked police officers working for
drug traffickers. In some states and at the federal level, supervisory bodies have been
set up for monitoring police activities, but these are just embryonic and mainly
symbolic. Due to its corruption and ineffectiveness, the police rank last in surveys
on people’s confidence in institutions (figure 5).
The composition of the military, the police, and the security services reflects quite
well the social composition of society at large. In most cases, officers are indeed from
very humble origins. Military or police careers provide themwith a means of upward
social mobility. The same cannot be said of the rank and file, which in the case of the
police tend to supplement their meager incomes through bribes and corruption.
The country is not free from groups using illegal violence. Although in dimin-
ishing numbers and importance, in some rural areas paramilitary units are still used
to repress peasant movements. There are also some guerrilla groups: one is the EZLN,
which after initially waging war against the federal government, later became essen-
tially a peasant organization devoted to controlling some municipalities in the south-
ern state of Chiapas. Another, recently more active, is the People’s Revolutionary
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Army (EPR). Additionally, scantily regulated private security agencies are on the rise
due to police ineffectiveness; some of them or their members occasionally commit
illegal acts.
However, the main problems in the area of extra-legal violence are organized
crime and the drug cartels, which have been able to build what amounts to para-
military organizations with great firepower. To confront them, President Calderón
has engaged the military; this move has raised concerns about protection of human
rights. Under the so-called Mérida Initiative, Mexico’s military, police, and intelli-
gence services are receiving financial and technical aid from the U.S.
In the arena of national and public security, there is little communication be-
tween civil society and government. Reforms in these areas are usually carried out
without consulting the public. In 2009 and 2010, the federal and the state govern-
ments began airing the possibility of consolidating the many municipal police forces
into stronger, unified state-wide police forces.15
9. Minimizing corruption: Are public officials free from corruption?16
Summary answer: Little
In spite of laws and efforts to minimize it, corruption is still endemic in Mexico. In
the last few years a number of measures have been adopted to foster honesty and
good governance, particularly at the federal level,17 with most of the states lagging
well behind. Nevertheless, the separation of public office from party advantage and
personal and family business interests by office holders is far from complete. Bribery,
favoritism in granting government contracts, and bad administrative practices pre-
vail, with costs higher in Mexico than in comparable countries (Price Waterhouse
Coopers, 2007).
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15 For further reference in this area, see Alvarado (2009), Benítez Manaut (2005), Camp (1992 and 2005),
Estado Mayor Presidencial [EMP] (2006), Espinoza (1998), Piñeyro (1985), Red de Seguridad y Defensa de
América Latina [Resdal] (2008), Secretaría de Defensa Nacional [Sedena] (2005), and Secretaría de la
Marina [Semar] (2004 and 2005).
16 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) separation of public office from personal/family
business and interests; b) arrangements for avoiding bribery; c) rules to prevent the subordination of elec-
tions, candidates and elected representatives to vested interests; d) undue influence of corporations and
business interests over public policy; e) people’s perception of corruption; and f) measures being taken to
remedy problems in this area.
17 Among these are the Federal Law on the Responsibilities of Public Servants; the Federal Law on Transpar-
ency and Access to Public Information, with the resulting creation of the Federal Institute for Access to
Public Information; the creation of internal watchdog bodies in most federal institutions; and the existence
of both an Inter-Secretarial Commission for Fighting Corruption and a Ministry of Public Functions.
Rules and procedures for financing candidates to public office do not effec-
tively prevent their potential subordination to vested interests, particularly if they win.
Although private financing is restricted and campaign spending has caps, business,
corporate, or mafia interests can illegally finance a candidate of their choice with
hopes of not being caught. If caught, the political party receiving illegal funding will
just pay a fine, generally without losing the posts they won in the process.
There are no norms to regulate lobbying or prevent the influence of private in-
terests on public policy. Big corporations have great influence on the determination
of public policies, as well as on blocking public policies that hurt their interests.
Consequently, Mexicans do not generally believe public officials free of corruption
(PEF, 2007: 61). While under Fox’s administration great attention was paid to fighting
corruption, during the current Calderón administration, there has been no mention
of new, specific actions for fighting corruption beyond already existing ones.
10. The media and open government:
Do the media operate in a way that sustains democratic values?18
Summary answer: Middling
Advances have been made in guaranteeing the freedoms of information and opinion
through the mass media. The state no longer owns or dominates the media as did
for most of the twentieth century; additionally, it has lost its former ability to influ-
ence and manage journalists’ activities. Public affairs are now monitored more; the
media express the public’s concerns; op-ed spaces have opened up to political par-
ties, their candidates, and analysts with different orientations.
Nonetheless, the media have not fully contributed to the formation and main-
tenance of democratic values.19 They have not fostered substantial debate or thinking
about public affairs. On the contrary, since the media tend to focus on negative
aspects of politics and politicians, they have generated public distrust, thus driving
citizens away from politics. Indeed, the media have emphasized the sentimental,
emotional aspects of politics rather than its cognitive, rational, informational aspects;
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18 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) independence of the media and pluralism in their
ownership; b) representation of different opinions and different sectors of society in the media; c) media
effectiveness in investigating government and corporations; d) freedom for journalists; e) freedom of pri-
vate citizens from intrusion and harassment by the media; and f) measures being taken to remedy prob-
lems in this area.
19 To the point that a former federal Minister of the Interior stated, “Broadcast media programming must
have higher quality and ethical values that allow for a greater development of Mexican society” (García
and Guerrero, 2007: 9).
and public judgment of politics has often been oriented by disguising as informa-
tion what is truly just the opinion of the corporations that own the main media out-
lets (Trejo, 2004: 95-124).
The media are legally independent from the government. However, extreme
concentration of their ownership hinders their pluralism and contribution to democ-
racy. Just two broadcasting companies control more than 80 percent of all TV stations
(SCT, 2004). The media basically represent their owners and announcers, and social
sectors that share interests with them. Investigative journalism is just developing
today. No significant advances have been made for protecting journalists from
harassment, intimidation, and even murder (Ballinas, 2009: 15). Private citizens are
virtually helpless in case of intrusion by the media, and redress procedures are ex-
pensive and long and drawn out.
In 2007, a Federal Law on Radio and Television was passed. It addressed some
social demands against media monopolies, but in balance benefits the dynamics of
power and concentration in the hands of the big media corporations. Today, a broad
debate is underway about how to improve the media and its democratic role.
11. Political participation: Is there full citizen participation in public life?20
Summary answer: Little
Citizen participation has advanced in the last 15 years, as shown by laws promot-
ing it and by the rising number of civic organizations. This has not translated into
full citizen participation, since citizen collaboration in the decision-making process
is not yet fully accepted. Therefore, participation of the entire citizenry in the coun-
try’s public life is still slight.
In 2004, a Federal Law to Foster Activities of Civil Society Organizations was
passed. It stipulates that civic organizations (CSOs) can be officially registered and
obtain certain benefits from the state. In the same year, a General Law for Social
Development was passed, granting funding on a competitive basis to civic organi-
zations working in this field. However, the number of civic organizations and citi-
zens’ groups is small compared to international standards: in 2007, only 5732 were
registered (Registro, 2008), and about 5,000 CSOs were unregistered (Centro de Do-
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20 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) the range of voluntary associations, citizens
groups, social movements, etc., and their independence from government; b) citizen participation in vol-
untary associations and self-management organizations, and in other voluntary public activity; c) women’s
participation in political life and public office; d) equal access for all social groups to public office; and
e) measures being taken to remedy problems in this area.
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cumentación e Información sobre Organizaciones Civiles [Cedioc], 2007). Most of
them are truly independent from the government, although some partially depend
on it for funding. Citizen involvement in this sort of organizations is not common.
Conversely, popular self-help in tackling community problems and needs is quite
frequent. Social movements, on the other hand, are usually an expression of radical
opposition to the status quo.
Mexico is part of the UnitedNations Convention on the Elimination ofAll Forms
of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). Nevertheless, women’s participation in
public office is low –although on the rise. In the Senate and the Chamber of Depu-
ties, women occupy 18 percent and 28 percent of seats, respectively. Only 3.6 percent
of mayors and 21.4 percent of all elected and non-elected high municipal officials are
women (Garduño, 2008: 6). Women hold only 27.4 percent of the high- and medi-
um-level positions in the public administration, but they are more commonly found
in the judiciary (Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres [Inmujeres], 2006).
Constitutionally-speaking, all social groups should have equal access to public
office. In practice, political inequality negatively affects some social groups: women,
indigenous people, and, generally speaking, the poor. Additionally, electoral legis-
lation bans independent, non-partisan candidates from running for public office
(President Calderón’s late 2009 bill would allow for it).
12. Government responsiveness:
Is government responsive to the concerns of its citizens?21
Summary answer: Middling
No legal provisions mandate the federal government to consult the citizenry, nor
create institutionalized ways for the latter to convey its concerns to the former. The
federal executive is obliged to convene forums to discuss the drafting of the national
plan of development, and Congress usually convenes forums on different issues. Indi-
vidual citizens can submit written proposals or attend these forums, generally to no
avail. Nevertheless, the relative openness of the media and the existence of opposi-
tion parties allow the government to acquaint itself with the citizens’ concerns.
21 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) public consultation on government policy and leg-
islation, and equal access for interested parties to government; b) accessibility of elected representatives
to their constituents; c) accessibility and reliability of public services; d) people’s confidence in the gov-
ernment’s ability to solve the main problems confronting society and in their own ability to influence
government; and e) measures being taken to remedy problems in this area.
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For their part, many states and the Federal District have passed laws allowing
for referendums and popular initiatives on some issues; the few referendums already
held were notorious for their low voter turnout. Additionally, at the municipal level,
most states have non-partisan mechanisms for citizen participation in micro-local
concerns.
There are no provisions for public representatives being available to their con-
stituents. Many of them, using funding from the legislature, have set up modules
open to the public that work more as claims and grievances bureaus than links be-
tween the lawmakers and their constituencies.
Public services are of middling quality. Regulatory agencies supervise private
companies providing public services. No mechanisms exist for consultation with
customers or for redress when they fail.
Citizen’s confidence in the government’s capability to solve society’s main prob-
lems (PEF, 2007: 57-58) and their own ability to influence governmental decisions
(Instituto de Mercadotecnia y Opinión [IMO], 2006) are both low, but on the rise.
13. Decentralization: Are decisions being made
by the level of government most appropriate for the people affected?22
Summary answer: Middling
Since Mexico has a federal government, it should be highly decentralized. However,
most state and municipal government decisions depend on the federal government
allotting the needed funding. While on paper, state and local governments are gain-
ing powers and responsibilities, they do not collect enough revenue to fully carry
them out. The situation is worst for municipal governments, since they depend both
on their state government and the federal government for resources. To assuage
revenue shortages and alleviate dependence on the central government, municipal
and state governments need to be able to levy more taxes. However, this is not
being done for political reasons: local and state governments prefer the federal gov-
ernment to bear the electoral burden of collecting taxes (see Centro de Estudios de
las Finanzas Públicas [CEFP], 2005; INEGI, 2006a and 2006b; González Anaya, 2007).
State governors and legislatures, mayors and municipal councils, and the Fed-
eral District’s local authorities are regularly elected in fairly free and competitive
22 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) independence of state and local government from
the federal government; b) free and fair electoral authorization, openness, accountability, and respon-
siveness of state and local government; c) cooperation of state and local governments with relevant partners,
associations, and communities; and d) measures being taken to remedy problems in this area.
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elections. According to the federal and state Constitutions, all government actions
should be carried out according to the guiding principles of legality, constitutionality,
transparency, impartiality, and accountability. All the states and the Federal District
have passed legislation granting access to public information. However, a high per-
centage of the public continues to perceive local and state governments as corrupt.
Cooperation among state and municipal governments has not yet been fully
developed due to lack of both resources and an associative culture. There are, how-
ever, some significant and successful cases of cooperation among municipal govern-
ments in somemetropolitan areas. Additionally, several associations of municipalities
also exist, usually operating along party lines. Cooperation with other relevant part-
ners remains scant, but is on the increase.
Federalism –or better said its actual implementation– is part of the agenda for
reforming the state, which includes fiscal decentralization, strengthening local gov-
ernments’ transparency and accountability, giving them a say in planning national
development, and improving cooperation among different levels of government.
14. International dimensions of democracy: Are the country’s foreign relations
conducted in accordance with democratic norms, and is the country free
from subordination to external agencies?23
Summary answer: High
Mexico has historically been subject to considerable external conditioning factors,
which its foreign policy has tried quite successfully to withstand. The main external
pressures came from the United States, whose past armed interventions in Mexico
left a deep imprint on the Mexican people’s memory and national feeling. At pre-
sent, it seems remote that the United States would use or threaten to use force against
Mexico, but political and economic pressures are in play, as Mexico is extremely
linked to its northern neighbor demographically, economically, geopolitically and
culturally (Emmerich, 2006).
Mexico’s foreign policy relies on international law and supports the develop-
ment of international organizations. Mexico regards multilateral forums as an ap-
propriate instrument to promote the peaceful resolution of controversies, foster
23 The specific questions for this thematic area refer to: a) freedom of the country from external subordina-
tion –economic, cultural or political; b) cooperation with international organizations; c) the national gov-
ernment’s support for international law and human rights covenants; d) the national government’s
treatment of immigrants, refugees, and asylum-seekers; e) the national government’s support for human
rights and democracy abroad; and f) measures being taken to remedy problems in this area.
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cooperation among states, and establish conditions for worldwide peace and security.
In its view, these are the best conditions for broadening Mexico’s margins of inde-
pendence and autonomy. Hence, it maintains a high degree of cooperation with the
international system’s organizations (Ojeda Gómez, 1977).
Mexico actively participated in the drafting and approval of the Charter of the
United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the American Dec-
laration of the Rights and Duties of Man. This enthusiastic willingness disappeared
during the Cold War but began to reemerge in the 1980s, when Mexico ratified the
International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and on Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights. At present, it is one of the countries with the greatest commitment
and openness toward international human rights law. Nevertheless, due to its alle-
giance to the principles of non-intervention and self-determination, Mexico has not
assumed amilitant position promoting human rights and democracy abroad (Pellicer,
2006a and 2006b). Nonetheless, an effort should be made to fully include and imple-
ment the rights protected by these international instruments in Mexico’s own law
and practices.
Mexico has sustained an active policy of asylum and has strongly defended the
human rights of international migrants, especially of Mexican-born people perma-
nently residing in the United States. However, it has not been able to equally protect
the rights of trans-migrants (non-Mexicans crossing Mexico on their way to the U.S.).
The Mexican government seems determined to maintain the margins of action
and independence that its foreign policy achieved in the past. Protecting Mexicans
living abroad –particularly in the United States– and truly guaranteeing the human
rights of trans-migrants within Mexico are certainly priorities. A slightly greater
commitment to the promotion of democracy and human rights abroad is foresee-
able, although this possibility is counterbalanced by Mexico’s reticence to intervene
in other countries’ internal affairs. This set of current policies receives reasonable
approval among the public.
D. CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS
Mexico’s democracy is still under construction, with significant achievements but
also formidable challenges (figure 6). In short, it is slightly above medium quality, and
has many areas open for improvement. These conclusions should not be surprising
nor disheartening, but encouraging. A slightly above medium quality democracy. This
is the average of the summary answers to the overarching search questions: one
“very much,” two “much,” nine “middling,” two “little,” and zero “very little.”
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Indeed, in most of the thematic areas explored, the results are mixed. At the
legal and institutional levels, Mexico is doing quite well: its laws, public and private
agencies, political parties, electoral system and institutions, and citizenry at large are
quite prepared for true democracy. In most cases, the laws and institutional design
are acceptable, but implementation often lags way behind, and also some legacies of
an authoritarian past have yet to be eradicated from them. Public institutions have rea-
sonable operational capabilities to fulfill their duties, but many are neither effective
nor efficient.
Not surprising, for two reasons. One substantial one is that Mexico’s democracy
is very young, as suggested by the timeline in figure 1. Much has yet to be learned,
and learning takes time. A second, incidental reason is that the research team, com-
posed basically of Mexican, independent social and political researchers, is uncom-
promising in its desire for a full and functioning democracy in Mexico. The team
has an ideal of democracy that is far more advanced and comprehensive than Mex-
ico’s reality is. Therefore, the team’s judgments can be understood as an expression
of what the Mexican people really want: a top-quality democracy.
Not disheartening, since, after all, Mexico is a democracy. Defective, it may be, but
cherished by the people, who want more and more of it. In many areas, democratic
achievements have indeed been reached, such as the following: guaranteeing basic
freedoms; an electoral system that, regardless of many acrimonious controversies,
still keeps continuously leveling the playing field upward; a party system that
–even if amidst a great deal of rancor– offers real options to the voters; the creation
of controlling agencies and ombudsmen; the implementation of a career civil service;
greater access to public information; reforming the judiciary; and, most importantly,
all the relevant actors and the people voluntarily abide by the Constitution. All this
suggests that deep below the bickering of day-to-day politics, Mexico’s political class
and citizenry have been able to adopt new ideas, institutions, practices, and attitudes
gradually bringing forth democracy with virtually no bloodshed or upheavals, at
the same time preserving freedom, sovereignty, and political stability. This deserves
credit: Mexico’s gradualism and pacifism can be considered an example to coun-
tries in transition to democracy throughout the world.
Encouraging, becausemany areas are open for further improvement, and it seems
there is enough political will to do so. For instance, according to Congress’s own
agenda, reforms in the areas of federalism, government regime, and social guaran-
tees should be passed soon. Another example is the political reform bill President
Calderón sent to Congress in late 2009.
In this context, the research team has some proposals of its own to beef up Mex-
ico’s democracy. They are as follows:
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• Granting effective collective rights to indigenous peoples and actual access
to individual rights for their members.
• Avoiding the practice of continually reforming the Constitution: each gov-
ernment should adhere to the Constitution, instead of the Constitution being
adjusted to the government in office.
• Deepening the judicial reform by introducing jury trials.
• Improving the entire law-enforcement system.
• Introducing procedures for redressing administrative, police, and judiciary
wrongdoing.
• Democratizing trade unions and integrating labor proceedings into the judi-
cial branch.
• Introducing semi-direct democracy at the federal level: referendum, popular
initiative, recall.
• Introducing run-off presidential elections to give the winner greater legitimacy.
• Allowing independent candidates to run for office.
• Professionalizing the police and eradicating corruption from its ranks.
• Opening up of the military to public scrutiny, and possibly reducing its size.
• Strengthening regulatory and anti-corruption agencies.
• Ensuring the broadcast media is pluralist and not concentrated in a few hands.
• Reducing the income gap between high officials and ordinary workers.
• Strengthening and expanding the career civil service.
• Strengthening federalism and state and local governments.
• Reforming the tax system so people pay the greatest part of their taxes to state
and local governments, not to the federal one.
These proposals deal with administrative and political matters. A final issue
must be taken into account: an equitable social and economic context is integral to
any functioning democracy. Drastically reducing poverty and social marginality is
an imperative. Under the current economic and social conditions, great numbers of
Mexicans are living in squalor. Some of them just stand it, and become marginalized.
Others migrate to the United States for a better life. Still others revolt against a
political system they deem still burdened with authoritarian practices. Democracy
has to provide all of them with hope: hope for a better future. This is the main chal-
lenge for Mexico’s young democracy.
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